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So maybe I went over the top 

with the purple thing 

celebrating the Jubilee.  I did 

take advantage of the long 

weekend to catch up on 

some jobs around the house, 

and run a train or two.  On 

that subject of a train or two 

John Armstrong shares his 

thoughts on his GVT’s.  I have 

total empathy with John.  I 

love L&B locos and it’s the 

same for me, I have a DJB 

Engineering Lew that is 

battery powered, a Pearse 

Locomotives Lew that is gas 

fired, and a Phil Flint Lew that 

is meths fired.  Three very 

different models all of the 

same prototype.  So, my 

editorial response to you 

John is, “you’re in good 

company”.  I love this 

diversity in our models.  If I 

can confide in you, please 

don’t tell my wife, but having 

three of the same loco can 

also be a good thing as the 

untrained eye may perceive 

that I have one Lew…. 

Right enough with the 

confessions, the big news is 

that we’re meeting up at 

exhibitions again.  I was at 

Llangollen, earlier in the year, 

and was amused that I had 

two heritage layouts one 

either side of me.  I was 

running my very un-heritage 

Peter Angus NGG11 Garratt.  I 

missed starting every one of 

my running slots with a 

blocked burner jet each time.      

I’m looking forward to the 

Peterborough show later this 

week.  If you want to come 

and say hello I’ll be running 

on the Modular Layout.  It’ll 

be Garratts again, this time I 

aim to be running coal so will 

have no excuse for missing 

the start of my running slot. 

On the topic of fuels for our 

models just as many of us I 

was saddened to hear of the 

incident that resulted in 

injury to fellow modellers in 

the Gauge 1 society.  It is 

essential that we learn from 

this sad incident. 

There is great piece this 

inside celebrating the work of 

Larry Cheesman, a fellow 

Garratt modeller, in this 

issue.  It was really strange 

editing this article. Two week 

previously I’d edited a story 

of a Larry Cheesman Garratt 

restoration for “Two Ends”, 

the Garratt newsletter.  If 

you’d like to read that and 

join the growing circulation 

for Two Ends please let me 

know and I’ll add you to the 

list. 

So what for the remainder of 

the summer?  Well, there is a 

whole list of events on the 

final page, some established 

events, mixed in with some 

new ones. 

I’ll close with this 

Marmaduke photo taken by 

my son Daniel back in 2013.  

He was emulating the Dudley 

Hubbard style of 

photography, with Steve 

Bradley (and the Ffestiniog 

Mountaineer) standing 

undaunted in the 

background.  Have a great 

summer and I hope to see 

many of you at 

Peterborough, Nigel. 

Welcome to Issue Twenty Seven 
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Copyright on all 

materials in this 

newsletter remains 

vested in the authors 

and editor.  

Reproduction of the 

whole or any part is 

forbidden without 

relevant permissions. 

Cover shot; Boracic 

the delightful model 

built by Harvey 

watkins and featured 

in this edition 
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IT'S ALL 

THERE IN 

RED, WHITE 

AND BLUE 

Derek notes: 

No black and white photo this 

issue, as we went all Jubilee, with 

hindsight we missed a trick there 

and should have featured a 

model of Jubilee!  However   

Dave Pinniger held a celebration 

steam up for neighbours and 

friends. I was particularly taken 

by this photo, because apart from 

entering into the spirit of the 

occasion, it also shows the 

attention to detail in Dave's 

Ambledown Valley Railway that 

so adds to the overall effect. 

Where’s you builders plate located?  

Keith Skillicorn sent this photo of 

Snowdon Ranger with a cab mount-

ed builders plate.  These are more 

usually on the backsheet, so a curi-

osity? 
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Boracic - 

little jewel 
Harvey writes: 

This little locomotive was born at 

a time of shortage. Short of brass 

in both meanings of the phrase. 

I estimated that I had enough non 

ferrous and steel 

for a very small loco so after a lot 

of thumbing through magazines a 

little Peckett styled engine was 

born. My small sheet of half-hard 

copper was rolled, seamed, and 

capped to make a boiler that 

could be suspended high up 

under the false water tank so that 

there would be adequate space 

for a row of small burners. Yes 

the loco is a pot-boiler. The water 

tank and the visible boiler are 

both false. A Meths tank spans 

the gap between the frames 

below the cab floor and is 

insulated with a jacket of ply. 

So far so good - a bit too good 

actually! Everyone who has run it 

so far has 

complained 

that it is a bit 

proficient in 

the heating 

dept. Time to 

cut down the 

wicks I guess, 

but it is fun as it is.  

Derek says: What 

Harvey doesn't 

mention is that 

one of the prime 

movers in his 

decision to build 

this 

loco is that fact 

that everyone said 

it couldn't be done 

- a shielded pot 

boiler so small. He 

enjoyed 

proving them 

wrong. Also, and I 

have mentioned 

Harvey's clever 

naming before, in 

the case of this 

loco he used 

Cockney rhyming 

slang, where 

brassic lint meant 

skint (no money). 

Keith has shot a clip 

of the loco running 

on his Vale of 

Evermore Railway. 

Just put in 

'BORACIC THE  

MOVIE' and you can see just how 

well it steams.Photos from 

Harvey, Keith Skillicorn and Dave 

Pinniger. 
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Professing 

loud energy 
by Jack Wheldon 

 

Professing loud energy, out of the 
junction departed the branch line 
engine.......... 

Edmund Blunden 

The great paradox posed to their 
operators by miniature live steam 
engines of a garden branch line sort, 
is that their energy is not professed 
prototypically.  By all traditions, they 
should be loud and fussy, proclaim-
ing their activities to an admiring 
world in a language audio-visual;  a 
harmony of barks and steam foun-
tains, but in fact, many of the most 
efficient models are content to do 
their work in modesty, their exhaust 
a quiet murmur illustrated by a soft 
wreath of mist at the chimney cap. 

This is indeed a pity, for our pleasure 
in steam garden railways derives 
largely from spectacle, and without 
the sound and steam, our spectacle 
is far from complete.  Admittedly, 
when we watch a strong, well-
behaved locomotive steadily tooling 
its train along the pike we share with 
Walt Whitman a noble sight  

(1)  "Thy black cylindric body, golden 
brass and shining steel,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Thy ponderous side-bars, parallel 
and connecting rods, gyrating,                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
shuttling at thy sides..........                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Thy knitted frame, thy springs and 
valves, the tremulous                                                                   
Twinkle of thy wheels,                                                                                                                                           
Thy train of cars behind, obedient, 
merrily following                                                                              
Through gale or calm............. 

The question is, can we do anything 
ourselves to add a mite of loud ener-

gy to the scene?  I think we should 
be able to achieve a little something, 
and here I propose discussing the 
matter under two headings - first the 
sight and then the sound of steam in 
a state of high energy. 

"Thy Long Pale, Floating Vapour Pen-
nants   (Walt Whitman again)                                                   
"Drifting Banners tell their progress 
to the counties"    (Siegfried Sassoon) 

The physical fact behind the visual 
splendour of a steam exhaust is the 
difference in pressure between the 
gases going up the petticoat, and the 
atmosphere into which they emerge.  
The more efficient a steam engine is 
in using the steam admitted to its 
cylinders, the lower the pressure of 
the exhaust will be.  This reducing 
effort is enhanced in model locos as 
they are usually kept just a little 
short of steam, because of the need 
to keep steam pipes down to a small 
diameter - usually 3/32" or 1/8" o.d., 
to facilitate bending them to the 
small radii imposed by the scale.  In 
proper practice, the inside diameter  
of the steam pipe of a two cylinder 
engine should be 1/3rd. the bore of 
one cylinder.  As the largest steam 
pipe used on 0 gauge locos is usually 
1/8" o.d., it follows that any engine 
having cylinders larger than 1/4" 
bore is being short changed on 
steam.  Our models have to wire-
draw their steam, which probably 
undergoes a sharp drop in pressure 
on entering the steam chest, and 
obliges them to do their work on a 
pressure lower than that indicated 
on the boiler pressure gauge.  And 
they seem to do very well notwith-
standing!  On locomotives having 
large bore cylinders, you can see 
them pause and build up pressure in 
the steam chest when suddenly 
taxed with extra duty, as on a rising 
gradient. 

And so, we often see the exhaust of 
our models rising, not as a firm col-
umn of energy that magically unfolds 
into long pale drifting banners, but 
as a rather apologetic fragment of 

Scotch mist that has strayed to the 
Equator. 

Locomotives expressing their energy 
thus will usually be found to have 
cylinders  of 1/2”  bore or larger.  By 
contrast, bores of 3/8” or 7/16” will 
be more spectacular when working 
hard, even in warm dry weather, 
because they need a higher pressure 
to do an equivalent amount of work.  
A bore of 3/8” presents a total pres-
sure surface of 0.44sq” per wheel 
revolution, whereas one of 9/16” 
offers a shade under 1sq”.  Thus, if 
the bore is increased by only one 
half, its working face is more than 
doubled, and under conditions which 
have the small-bore engine blowing 
like a grampus, the big-bore engine 
is lightly breathing Scotch mist. 

So, how can we make that mist pro-
fess loud energy?  You can increase 
the boiler pressure to give a higher 
terminal exhaust pressure, or try for 
some visual effect from the existing 
system.  The first approach could 
well involve major surgery to the 
boiler or fire, or both and it is essen-
tial to ascertain that the boiler is 
suitable for uprating.  The Mamod 
boiler is brass and soft-soldered.  If 
at any time it is allowed to run dry 
and its materials overheated, it 
would be most imprudent thereafter 
to raise the working pressure.  A high 
pressure boiler should be made of 
copper or stainless steel, assembled 
respectively with silver solder or by 
welding.  A high pressure boiler 
should not make use of soft solder, 
except where assembly is by 
rivetting, with soft solder as the 
caulking material.  If you uprate a 
boiler it would be wise to insert a 
longitudinal stay.  You must never 
forget that high pressure steam is 
exactly the same deadly stuff in a 
model boiler as it is in a real one!  
Because of their small size, our mod-
el boilers are relatively strong.  We 
should do nothing to reduce that 
strength.  That said, the uprating of a 
boiler can be achieved by increasing 
its heating surface and/or by intensi-
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fying the fire.  A plain pot will have 
its evaporative rate stepped up if the 
fire is contained within a firebox and 
the underside of the boiler in that 
zone fitted with fins, field tubes or 
circulation pipes.  A centre flue boiler 
benefits from cross tubes fitted 
across the flue or a water pipe fitted 
within the flue.  Whatever mods you 
make, it is absolutely imperative that 
before steaming, you carry out a 
hydraulic test to a pressure of twice 
that of the anticipated steaming 
pressure.  I suggest that you read 
‘Model Boilers and Boilermaking’ by 
K.N.Harris. 

It is easier to improve the existing 
exhaust system.  To check on the 
possibilities, I took a close look at 
both a Mamod and a Wilesco trac-
tion engine.  On both models the 
exhaust emerged from the chimney 
in faint wreaths of damp vapour that 
gave no indication of the busy activi-
ties of the cylinders.  The reason was 
simple.  The exhaust pipes, of 1/8” 
o.d., were mere stubs terminating as 
soon as they entered the smokebox 
cavities.  Although the exhaust sys-
tem was at a very low pressure, the 
fact that the exhaust pipe was the 
same diameter as the live steam pipe 
meant that it emerged with much 
velocity in the form of a fine jet.  This 
jet merely impinged on the smoke-
box wall where it at once dissipated, 
some condensing and the rest climb-
ing lazily to the chimney top as a 
faint mist.  To improve matters, I 
fitted extension pipes 3/32”o.d. with 
gratifying results;  the exhaust jets 
now emerged pulsating vigorously in 
time to the piston stroke like an old 
brass bedstead vibrating under cir-
cumstances which at present elude 
me!  The thinness of a jet from an 
1/8” pipe does not of course reflect 
the bore of the cylinder:  one would 
prefer a thick jet and it would be 
worth experimenting with pipes of 
only 1/16” dia., arranged like a coro-
net on top of an extended 1/8” pipe. 

(2)  “The sparkling music of their 
riding is ever in our ears”  (Lucius 
Beebe) 

“Roll through my chant with all they 
lawless music, thy metrical, now 
swelling pant and rear, now tapering 
in the distance”  (Walt Whitman 
again) 

The panting part of the sound effect 
is of course an expression of crude 
force.  One may increase the velocity 
of a steam jet by confining it in a 
long exhaust pipe, but this does not 
make it sound any louder.  I was 
thinking of sound boxes, when I re-
membered the work of Richard 
Relph on his 16mm scale live steam 
Lynton & Barnstaple locomotive, 
described some years ago in the part 
work ‘Model  & Miniature Railways’.  
Mr Relph fitted cones inside the 
chimney to split the exhaust, and so 
caused the oily condensate to fall 
back to where it could be trapped for 
clean disposal.  In so doing he discov-
ered that the coned baffles had a 
reed effect on the exhaust note, 
magnifying it considerably.  This is 
the direction for sound research!  
The material used should be of a 
very light gauge, and the angles of 
the cones may well be critical, but 
the possibilities are very tempting 
indeed. 

Another method, although rather 
artificial, would be to make a ro-
tating valve, driven by one axle, 
which would pass pulses of steam at 
boiler pressure straight to the chim-
ney.  This would be something of a 
drain on the boiler, but a cock on the 
supply pipe could cut it out when all 
the steam was required for hard 
work. 

Wheel rumble, clatter and roar are 
easier to obtain.  The two main re-
quirements are cast iron wheels for 
rolling stock, and a plank bed for the 
track.  Sheet metal bogie frames 
transmit the sound.  I believe the 
planks are more resonant when sup-
ported on bricks or concrete blocks, 
than on wooden posts.  Finding my 

ballasted section unduly quiet, I in-
troduced planks within the station 
area, supporting them on blocks with 
air spaces between them – partly for 
sound, partly for preservation, and 
found that trains ran noisily into the 
station.  Where they pass over two 
crossovers, there is a series of men-
acing bangs, clatters and rumbles.  
Perhaps the tracklaying isn’t so hot?  
Nice permanent way may give peace 
of mind, but it is a ghostly peace.  
Noisy wheel clicks come from gappy 
rail joints.  And on this subject it oc-
curs to me that Mr. Merlin’s hollow 
section rail (Gargraves type) should 
make a notable contribution to real-
istic sound effects.  Good Lord!  I 
didn’t mean to suggest that it is an 
uneven or gappy track!  What I 
meant was, well you know, this busi-
ness about sound spaces and wheel 
rumble etc.. etc. 

 

“With needless warning whistle and 
rail resounding wheels, that train’s 
quite an old familiar friend, one 
feels”.      (Siegfried Sassoon) 

 

Derek concludes:  Jack wrote this 
piece for Dave Rowlands to insert 
into one of his Pot Boiler style of 
circulars, but certain events at that 
time made it dormant.  He kindly 
sent it to me, and with the exception 
of the fact that there have been 
steps commercially to address one of 
Jack’s thoughts, in general this article 
is very interesting and perceptive 
and stands the test of time well.  In 
my mechanical ignorance I have cer-
tainly learned something from it! 

 

 

 



Sales, Wants & Solds 
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Sales successes: 

Derek reports on a productive couple of months: 

Locobox Talybont. Okay, you thought, like the 
vendor, that it was a Salem, and it was advertised as 
such. However, Chris Fletcher got in touch, to correct 
our thinking, and also to buy the loco. He wanted it 
because it was a Locobox Oliver, and he only ever 
built four without keeping one for himself. I have 
asked for his help to do an article on his Company, 
which hopefully will happen in due course. 

The 4 VoR coaches, two bogie and two four wheeler, 
were the first items to sell and have found their way 
to Carlisle. The happy buyer then treated himself to 
the red VoR Prince of Wales which he is very pleased 
with.  The Port Class Finescale Hunslet has also found 
a new owner. The Brandbright Coffee Pot with 
Victoria style body should be changing hands at 
Peterborough.  The Roundhouse Lady Anne has just 
found a new and very happy home.  We have also 
placed the bundles of Tenmille flexi track.  'Measured 
and Drawn' has been sold from the books in the two 
photos. 

Now the actual sales.  

A chance to own something truly unique, and of the 
highest quality. The Hunslet style loco Brigitte that 
you can see in the photos, (I have a variety of them if 
you ask), was built by Harvey Watkins, originally for 

himself. It was 2007, and Harvey was making a 
commission model of the cabbed Hunslet 0-6-0 that 
they produced for the Groby Granite Railway. He so 
liked the proportions of the model that he decided to 
make a second one for himself alongside, but as it 
didn't need to match the prototype he left off the 
cab, sandboxes on the saddle tank etc. That is why 
this model is truly one of a kind, but as often 
happens with builders, someone came to visit after 

he had made it, and twisted his arm sufficiently to buy it 
from him! 

A year or so ago Simon Whenmouth offered it for sale, and 
the current vendor has owned it since. However, his tastes 
have changed onto 18" gauge models in 7/8ths. scale so he 
wants to find a new home for Brigitte.There is no doubting 
the quality of the build, which will be reflected in the price, 
so if you are interested then please get in touch. 

Following on with the goodies, it is rare that you will find a 
John Shawe coal fired modified Roundhouse advertised. This 
version is based on the Fowler, and was sold as 'Black Adder'. 
As you can see this one is in red, and comes with its own 
carrying case, cradle and blower. £3250, and if you are quick 
you can collect it at Peterborough. 

A very nicely presented Roundhouse Argyle, finished in 
prototypical livery. The lining is with fine tape, but this is 
intact, and there is only one very small rub on the overall 
finish. It is one of the earlier builds by Roundhouse during 
their production between 1992 and 2004. The loco is fitted 
with 2.4Ghz r/c, and is dual gauge. It is set for 32mm and has 
that trailing bogie fitted, but the 45mm version comes with 
the loco. It has a substantial display/carrying case and all the 

original documentation. It steams very well, and is certainly 
eyecatching. I have a few photos, and the owner can supply 
many more if you are interested. Open to offers around 
£1350 (please note this lovely model is also listed on EBay at 
this same price) 
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A coal fired DJB Robert. In excellent condition having only 
been steamed around three times. Comes with the firing 
tools. Open to offers. I have more photos. 

 

For the garden railwayman who has everything. If you love to 
drive your locos at speed, then you need one of these. 
Genuine speed limit sign from the Kent Area of the main line 
railways. It is five foot tall, about two foot across the 
numerals, and weighs an awful lot. If you are quick, you can 
have it delivered to Peterborough to collect there, or 
otherwise it will mean a trip to Devon.  £75 for a large (!) slice 
of history. 

We have unearthed a few more sets of the Archangel chimney 
caps/bases. £5 per set plus postage. When they're gone they 
will most definitely be gone. 

If you have been in the hobby for any time, you will remember 
Saltford Models. They produced a range of budget models, 
whereby you got the mechanics, castings etc., but not the 
bodywork. You had plans so that you cut the bodywork out of 
plastikard. Well, we have someone with three of these 
Saltford kits, but without the chassis of the locos. You get all 
the castings and plans etc. There are three kits - Plateframe 
Simplex, Ruston and Koppel. There is also one rh point, of the 
Jubilee type, but without the rail.  

The Archangel L&B Manning Wardle TAW with the Hackworth 
valve gear that I offered in the last TBM was erroneously listed 
by me as being gas fired, which it is not. So, it is r/c, meths 
fired, and has had a recent repaint/reline. If you buy it, you 
will soon be able to run it on the garden line at Woody Bay. 

All the track below is one seller: 

A Bonds RH point, a LH one and approx. 9 yds. of track. £70 

2 x RH Tenmille Points. £40 the pair. 

Peco SM32 track: 

5 med. radius LH points, 3 med. radius RH, 2 med. radius Y 
and 1 small radius LH - all £25 each. 

14 small radius curves £60 the lot. 

46 yds. straight track £50 per bundle of 10. 

10 off 15" - 24" lengths £25 the lot. 

8 off 12" approx. lengths. £10 the lot. 

This is located in the Cheltenham area. 

Now for something you don't come across very often. Among 
the many things that Tom Cooper was taking the world on 
with, was his 'Gargraves' track. This was prefolded stainless 
steel rails, which overlapped each other, and slotted into 
grooves cut in the sleepers.  So, you had almost immediate 
track that would last for as long as the wood didn't rot. I know 
people who have used it for getting in a long run, but overall 
they never did get to grips with points etc. for the system. 
However, we have a heritage follower who has 24 lengths of 
this track to pass on. If you get in touch with me, I will put the 
two of you together. 

Tom Cooper magazines: These are with one vendor. 

Live Steam Model Railway Review: 3,4,5,6. 

Steamlines International: 1 

Steamlines Sept/Oct 1985 2 copies of this 

Steamlines Issues 3,4,5,6,7,8,10. 

1984 Catalogue. 

As an alternative to the above, the extensive collection of 
early magazines, which were offered a good while ago, are 
now listed again.  

They are in Ireland, and the vendor was hoping to come over 
to visit family, and meet me at some point to hand them over. 
Sadly, this is not looking at all imminent, so we are asking for 
offers for the complete lot as one. Carriage will be extra, and 
you will get a lot of mags, not all of which may be of interest 
to you(?) but the cost of the extra weight could well be offset 
by selling what you don't want, or finding a good home for 
them. Please note that there are nearly 300 Garden Rails for 
starters, but there are some great other mags. 

We still have a number of models and items for sale that have 
appeared in recent TBM's. For a change, we are printing a 
montage of photos, for each sale item. You can either look 
back to previous TBM's if you are interested, or just get in 
touch with me and I will give you what I have on the item. The 
rake of Accucraft L&B coaches is also still available, and are as 
new but there is no photo of those. There is also a quantity of 
Mamod track available. 

In addition to the above information about TAW, I feel I must 
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reiterate that there are in fact three separate L&B Manning 
Wardles for sale. There is the pure Archangel TAW, a 
version of EXE that has a lot of Archangel in it, but is not 
fully as Stewart built it, and finally a Roundhouse version, 
fitted with a new boiler, that 
is currently in Australia. 

WANTED (Nigel comments, I 
love writing this list each 
edition. I find it makes 
fascinating reading in it’s own 
right - just reading what other 
modellers/collectors are 
interested in) 

Triang/Novo Big-Big chassis or 
complete loco. Must be 
working. Or a set of gears for the same model, to replace 
those currently stripped (!) 

Archangel coaches. Both bogie and four wheeler, built or 
still as kits. More than one person was after the ones 
recently sold. 

A Roundhouse Forney - only made between 2000-2004. 

Someone with an almost full set of Brandbright catalogues 
would appreciate nos: 13, 15 and 17 if you can spare them? 

Brandbright kit for the L&B open Howards trucks, prefer 
unbuilt. 

… then the original list… 

A gentleman with a nice collection of gas fired locos, 
cannot help but keep thinking that he would like to have a 
go with one that is coal fired. No specific model, but just 
one that won't defeat him at the first few attempts.  Do 
you have something suitable? 

Dave Pinniger wants to add another Archangel 4 wheel 
coach to his rake. As you can see from the photo showing 
his Archangel Rheidol "Hazel" pulling the two coaches he 
has, they are in chocolate and cream. So, if you have one to 
sell him, then it will ideally be either an unmade kit or 
finished in this livery, though if you have one in another 
livery it will be considered. 

Any Peter Angus geared locomotive. 

Linda, in Ffestiniog Railway guise, and must be gas fired but 
not a Roundhouse version. 

Another Linda. This can be any manufacturer, any 
specification, and needing work is not a problem. 

An Accucraft open sheep wagon, either W&Ll or GW 
lettering, but with 32mm wheelsets. 

An Archangel VoR 2-6-2T loco, to the original body shape. 
Whatever form of firing will be acceptable.   

Wrightscale WD Baldwin. 

John Milner's book, 'Rails to Glyn Ceiriog Part 2'.  

The Merlin Monarch brass dome that fits over the safety 
valve.  

In the mid '90s IP Engineering made some four wheel coach 
kits with milled sides and a tumblehome as opposed to 
their newer versions. I have someone who wants to buy 
some - preferably unstarted but complete models would be 
considered if their condition is reasonable. 

A Roundhouse Bertie or Katie, preferably red. 

A Roundhouse/Brandbright Fiji Fowler 

A NGG11 from Peter Angus/Mike Lax 

Tom Cooper Huddy Hunslet, similar to the one below 

A Brandbright GS2 Goods Van kits, unmade. 

Any discarded Beck loco components - non-running locos 
etc. 

A David Hick L&B - in any condition. 

A Mike Beeson L&B - in any condition 

Dead or ailing - Any L&B loco, by any heritage 
manufacturer. Gas or meths firing, age immaterial, happy 
to take on any mechanical or cosmetic work being needed. 

A David Hick loco, preferably a Peckett  

A John Turner Quarry Hunslet. 

2 x Blanche in Black with Penrhyn lining. 

An Outline 7/8ths. scale Simplex 

A Roundhouse Carrie with Hackworth valve gear. R/C 
preferred. Or DJB Robert, which is believed to have utilised 
the last of the RH Carrie chassis (ONE LISTED FOR SALE)? 

A John Brittain coal fired NGG16 Garratt 

An Accucraft NG15, two requests  or NGG16 Garratt 

Any Hugh Saunders loco. 

A Hunslet Jack in 7/8ths. Could be Harvey Watkins, Wilson 
Locomotives or w.h.y.  

A coal fired Wilson Locomotives model. 

Exotic/old school/quirky locos and rolling stock to appease 
previous 16mm memories. 

Mike Beeson L&B coaches (please) 

Archangel Snowdon Ranger/Moel Tryfan 

Brandbright/Roundhouse Coffee Pot, with or without roof. 

A Harvey Watkins Darjeeling B class loco 

Cuckoo's Nest Katie.   

David Taylor Steamcraft double fairlie, American outline 
but also confusingly named Mountaineer.  
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Any small and interesting steam loco (restricted radius on 
the line it is wanted for ). 

Tom Cooper Mini Mule. 

Merlin Little Wonder 

Tom Cooper Steamlines Rheidol. 

Archangel Rheidol, must be sound and in good running 
condition, similar to the one caught on camera by Keith 
Skillicorn below 

Archangel Brick - any cab profile. 

Tolhurst Model Engineers Vale of Rheidol Swindon built 
3rd. class carriage in crimson and cream, in v.g.c. 

Perfect World/Trenarren Models station lamp(s). 

If you are minded to thin down your collection, then 
consider using Throwback Modeller. There are no auction 
site charges, no costs for money transactions, and no 
advertising costs. You get what the market is prepared to 
pay, as opposed to finding out later that you could have 
sold for more. So, if you have any of the model described 
above to sell, then please contact me.  Thanks Derek 

AUCTION RESULTS 

There have been a few 
16mm items going 
through various auctions 
since the last issue, and I 
remain thankful to all 
those of you who alert 
me. This time I have to 
say that I was surprised 
that certain items went 
for less than I would have 
expected, so that even 

with the buyers' commission they seemed to be good 
value. 

Adam Partridge (of TV fame) had a couple of Merlins in his 
May auction. They appeared to be a Mayflower and a 
Monarch, but there was no detail information. Both sold 
for £440 (£528 with commission). 

Biddle & Webb had a cosmetically changed Roundhouse 
saddle tank with bunker extension and tender, matt black 
and military looking, which went for £450 (540). They also 
had two other RH locos, detailed, which went as a pair for 
£700 (840) which seemed a bargain. 

Lawrences sold an interesting Brandbright Coffee Pot, 
mounted on a converter wagon in the style of the Guinness 
Brewery, together with a coach for £320 (416) which is 
really cheap. They also sold a pair of locos, one a 57XX 
Pannier tank, kit built and maybe Gauge3 (?), paired with a 
Merlin Mayflower with the most awful hand painted name 
of the tanks, and which was described as battery powered, 
for £360 (468) for the pair. 

Finally David Duggleby sold a small 0-4-0 open cabbed loco 
in blue, which looked immaculate. There were no details, 
but to my (ignorant) eye it appeared to be a Locobox or 
similar, and it sold for £260 (312). 

There was also a 2-6-0 American inspired loco, listed as 
c.1975 Merlin, which it was not. Finished in blue I have 
been unable to find out the sale price.  
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Mind the 

Gap  

 The AVR Darj B, Photo 

Keith Skillicorn 
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Taken from the headings of SM32, 16mm scale and live steam locomotive. 

A Locomotion railcar, almost as new, but the one part of a double unit, in chocolate and cream had four 
bids and sold for £670, which based on recent experience seems a bit of a bargain to me.  A Roundhouse 
Millie, with a tender and r/c, is advertised as being regaugeable (I am not sure of this) with a starting bid 
of £825 which I would have thought was a bit on the high side?  A 2002 built Roundhouse Lady Anne in 
red, with r/c and the old pre-Walschaerts valve gear, had a buy it now price of £1100, but the bid of 
£732 did not meet the reserve.  An Archangel Sammy, green and without the dummy outside cylinders 
that some had, has just been relisted for £770.  Black Isle has been listed for a while now. It is red and 
with cylinders in the expected place. When I first knew the loco it was modelled on a rack version, and 
the cylinders were at the rear of the motion and driving forward as per Snowdon Mountain Railway 
engines. It is 32mm, and has obviously seen some fair amount of running. Priced at £1199. 

A battery railcar, with a vertical boilered deWinton style power unit linked to a short coach sitting on an 
arch frame bogie, and built by the late Eric Lloyd is for sale with a buy it now price of £200. There is a link 
to a good video clip of it running.   

An Andel (or was it Jon’s People) motorised tipper is offered for £95. I have one of these and you turn the driver's head 
for direction.  Two freelance looking bogie coaches in green for sale, one a brake composite, and with the main 
structure in plastic with whitemetal detailing are up for £150 the pair.  Two Vale of Rheidol bogie coaches, one red and 
32mm of wooden construction with metal detailing, and the other open to the waist and varnished finish, are both 
available separately for £80 each. 

The Pearse Auric in blue, listed for a buy it now price of £1545 finished its time, but I have no idea if it sold.  Three 
bidders took a Regner deWinton to £490.   A rather nice little diesel railcar, comprising an amalgam of parts making up 
a small industrial diesel, coupled to the body of a small four wheel coach sitting on a bogie, and which needed r/c 
transmitter and receiver, had 14 bids and sold for £97.   

A nice looking rake of four vintage mixed coaching stock with varnished finish is listed at £130.  A twin ended double 
railcar set, also the work of the late Eric Lloyd, was listed for £140.  A Pretania Foundry railcar, in the style of a Model T 
Pick-up and something I had never seen before, sold for £150.  I was a little surprised to see a Brandbright Peldon 
diesel, which is a very substantial model, had 24 bids went for only £210.  The Steamcraft Mountaineer attracted no 
bids at £790. 

An 0-6-2 freelance model, based on an 0 gauge proprietary chassis and I assume track powered, with a freelance but 
substantial body that is cardboard based, has begun a listing at £40.  A Bagnall inspired wing tank, with the same basic 
details as the above, has begun at £30.  

YouTube 

Derek writes: 

Tony Bird kindly sent me details of this 
clip. Just put in Deryk Goodall Vertical 
Boiler 0 4 0 locomotive. This is a very 
sweet running little model from 1995. 

Leading on from this, and in the true 
spirit of early 16mmers who would 
improvise with virtually anything, Tony 
has also posted a clip for which just put 
in Welsh Souvenir Coal Wagon 
modified to run on rails. 

Locust Heights & Western: Climax in 
the Autumn Woods. To eclipse my DJB 
Climax, this clip shows off the ultimate 
in kit building of the same concept loco. 

West Coast Railroad Logging Vol 2 

Promo. Okay, this is what we would call 
a trailer and only some 4 minutes, but 
trust me, there is so much of interest, 
and it is mostly in black and white, and 
pays no respect for modern health and 
safety rules. If you want to see trains 
doing what they were built for, then 
just enjoy.... 

Two Archangel live steam locomotives. 
This clips showcases Marmaduke and 
Sgt. Murphy - both are what Stewart 
did best, in 

being meths fired pot boilers, single 
inside cylinder with slip eccentric valve 
gear. If you have never seen their like 
run, then this will  

hopefully show you why so many 

people fell in love with live steam in the 
garden in 16mm. Worth it for the 
sound alone - no commercial 
enhancements with these. 
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Remembering 

Larry 

Cheeseman 

Derek begins: I was recently 
corresponding with a gentleman who 
had bought a Larry Cheeseman Shay 
in an auction. It made me realise that 
I knew almost nothing about Larry, 
and was going to ask in the 
upcoming TBM for information to 
base an article on, when I learned of 
his passing. 

John Kitchenman has kindly supplied 
the following, for which I am very 
grateful, 
together 
with the 
photos 
and I for 
one now 
know a 
bit more 
about 
the man. 

John 

continues: Larry sadly passed away in 
hospital in Bedford on 3rd. April 
2022, at the age of 87. He was born 
in Liverpool, the youngest of eleven 
children. He was a keen model 
maker, and over the past 25 years 
had supplied about 200 of his 0-4-0 
'Danny' and 0-6-0 'James' battery 
powered diesel outline models, as 
subcontractor to Kent Garden Rail. 
Additionally, he had been building a 
number of live steam locos over the 
past ten years, including deWinton, 
Shay, Darjeeling Garratt, Mayumbe 
Garratt, Meyer 'Monarch' and 

various Hunslet 
designs, whilst 
undertaking 
commission work 
and repairs, and 
supplying rolling 
stock in metal, 
perspex and 3-D 
printed plastic. 

With his father 
working at Penrhyn 
Slate Quarries in the 
repair shop, and by 
then living in North 
Wales, Larry went 
to work as an 
apprentice 
carpenter there. 
From this he went 
into the Army, and after a few years 
returned to civilian life via the 
construction industry, making the 
shuttering for concrete bridges for 
the building of the M1 Motorway for 

Laing 

Construction. He used to regularly 
remark that people who ran nicely 
painted Quarry Hunslet locos pulling 
a rake of uniform slate wagons partly 
loaded with slates should realise that 
things were a whole lot different in 
the real world, where the wagons 
were overloaded with huge slabs of 
slate and the locos anything but 
pristine! 

Larry's interests in model making in 
wood and metal led him to work for 
a time for Bonds (model railway 
suppliers) and Compass House (large 
engineering models supplier). He 
then became self employed, and 
worked from his garden shed initially 
making ride on models and hand 
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 wound organs, before settling on the 
16mm models as detailed above. 

I first met Larry about ten years ago, 
after being contacted by the 
secretary of the Bedfordshire Area 
Group and asked if I could call in to 
his partner Sheila as he had been 
taken ill, to pass on our regards. 
From this began a friendship and 

many chats in his workshop over 
cups of tea. I did some semi-scale 
sketch drawings for him which he 
used as a basis for his articulated 
model steam locos. 

Larry was a very talented machinist, 
fitter and copper smith and could 
enthuse, amaze and infuriate at 
times in equal order! His main talent 
was to create attractively 
proportioned models of simple 
construction, but often with small 
detail embellishments like a horn or 
lamp that added more to the design 
than the simplicity of the 
component. On the downside was 
his obsession with using what came 
to hand, and 'cost reduction' where 
no two models were the same and 
standard replacement parts an 
impossibility except where these 
were normal off-the-shelf bought-in 
items. He did however generally 
source from quality suppliers, so 
usually his models worked well. 

There were some glitches 
encountered during his 

experimentation 
with geared 
oscillator 
engines, and I 
can remember 
many a heated 
discussion 
regarding fits 
and clearances 
of O-ring seals 

and the right 
choice of 
material for 
piston rods. 
He also had 
a slightly 
cavalier 
attitude to 
'elf and 
safety', so 
that his 
formal 
pressure 
testing of 
boilers and 
gas tanks 

was to connect them to his 
workshop air compressor at 150 psi 
and immerse them in water - if there 
were no leaks it was good to go. 

In recent years, surprisingly, his 
interest turned to electronic controls 
and he investigated CNC machining, 
which led to him building two 3-axis 

computer-controlled routers. He 
used these to produce kits of parts 
for wood coaches. After these he 
moved to 3-D printing and the 
production of open wagons. His 
boundless enthusiasm, machining 
and boiler making talent, views on 
modelling and contributions to our 
hobby will be much missed. 

Derek says: I am very grateful to 
John for this thoughtful and very 
instructive piece, and sorry for his 
loss of someone who was a good 
friend. If you have any Larry 
Cheeseman models or experiences, 
please send them in so that we can 
share them with readers and expand 
our knowledge of the man. 

Nigel adds, there is an interesting 
rebuild of one of Larry’s Garratts 
featured in the Garratt newletter 
“Two Ends”.  Please contact me if 
you’d like a copy. 



CMR/SSG driver Barry Bolt with his new loco. 
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Archangel 

Addendums 
Derek writes: 

'Marmaduke' is one of the basic series of locos built 

by Stewart Browne (Archangel), and was a follow 

on from 'Sammy' which appeared with shorter side 

tanks and usually no dummy outside cylinders. 

With the lengthened tanks, which were only solid 

aluminium bar, and the cylinders the loco had a 

more balanced appearance. Mechanically, they 

were all the same - single inside cylinder between 

the frames, externally meths fired and slip 

eccentric valve gear. There was a vacuum tap to 

allow refilling of the boiler, after what was usually 

around a 40 minute run. 

Boiler pressure was 75 

psi. The model weighed 

in at 5lbs, and in 1985 

cost £259, with a two 

cylinder version costing 

£304. 

These were popular 

models, not based on 

any particular prototype 

but owing quite a bit to Stewart's version of Sgt. 

Murphy.   

On the cover of the last TBM was a picture of a 

Marmaduke which had been transformed by the 

fertile imagination and craftsmanship of Harvey 

Watkins into a 7/8ths. loco bearing the name Timo. 

Owned by Dave Lemar, it was named after a close 

friend of his. An earlier TBM carried a photo of 

Keiler, another 7/8ths. conversion by Harvey, 

originally commissioned by Dave Pinniger. The 

name was a play on the original Marmaduke. 

Chris Tilley hosted both the locos together on his 

Barle Valley Railway, and provided these photos of 

the two conversions together.  The photo of the 

original model came from a catalogue of the day. 
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LYNTON & 

BARNSTAPLE 

GALA WEEK-

END 
Derek writes: 

At a recent gala at Woody Bay, 

the Two Moors Group had a 

16mm display within a marquee 

to showcase the hobby and gen-

erate interest in the Garden Rail-

way that they are currently build-

ing, with help from other local 

groups. There was interest from 

the public all day, even though 

the Gala itself was maybe not the 

best attended in recent years as 

they had no visiting loco. The 

September Gala (24/25) should 

have the return visit of LYD, the 

replica Manning Wardle that is 

usually found on the Festiniog. 

Hopefully this will generate mo-

mentum into the project to build 

two Manning Wardle replicas for 

the L&B itself. 

Good to 

see herit-

age rep-

resented 

on the 

stand, 

with a 

Sgt. Mur-

phy 

promi-

nent in 

the fore-

ground. 

Also I 

believe that the quarry layout 

created a lot of fun 

for the younger 

visitors, and shows 

how little space 

you actually need 

to make a convinc-

ing 16mm layout. 

Now, here's a way 

for those of you 

too far away, to 

help this project. 

They are in need 

of a quantity of TenMille point 

levers. If you have any unwanted 

new, or good s/h that you would 

be happy to donate/charge a bit 

for then please get in touch with 

me, and thanks in advance for 

any. 

Pete Chandler has taken a lot of 

clips shot on the work progres-

sion at Woody Bay on the garden 

line, and melded them into a re-

sume to date. You can access this 

on You Tube if you just put in 

'Woody Bay Garden Railway Om-

nibus 1'. 
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A rather small railcar, Chris 
Dowlen, aka one half of the 
Crossword team 

When I was teaching I always 
used to tell my students that 
my first car was a two-seat 
mid-engined BMW – a BMW 
300+. They puzzled over the 
back-catalogue of BMW and 
usually got stuck somewhere. 
My mother said that if I passed 
my test I could have the use of 
the family Isetta – which, 
technically, was a BMW 300+. 
Yes, a mid-engined two-seat 
BMW – but with a single 
cylinder engine of 300cc and 
only one door. Mine was a 
right hand drive example, so 
made in Brighton in the old 

Carriage Works. 

Many years ago I was visiting 
North Wales and was able to 
wander around Gloddfa Ganol, 
and managed to look through 
windows into a shed. Surprise, 
surprise – in the shed was a 
2’ (or thereabouts) gauge 
Isetta. 

I also managed to find a 
picture in The Narrow Gauge, 
of a German 600mm gauge 
Isetta that had been used in a 
peat railway in Germany .  

So not just one Isetta had been 
rail-modified, but two. Or 
perhaps there are more 
lurking somewhere in the 

depths of the 2’ gauge 
network. 

The one in Britain is currently 
at the Tanat Valley Railway. 

I remember having a plastic 
toy Isetta as a child, and it got 
me thinking that someone 
might just make a 1:18th scale 
model of it at some point. 

A few years later, I discovered 
that, indeed, Revell had made 
such a model. So not content 
with one Isetta, I had to buy 
two, one to remain for road 
use and one for railway use. 

Converting it into a rail model 
wasn’t too tricky. It needed a 

Electric Avenue 

Picture from Narrow Gauge, 
1976, taken by Brian Rumary. 

Showing that the interior is still intact. I’m not sure why it needs a 
steering wheel – perhaps it’s something to pull on to shut the door? 

Isetta at the Tanat Valley Rail-
way (their website) 
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new chassis – well, bits of one. 
There’s a single axle at the 
front on my model, and a 
simple frame that supports a 
cheap can motor at the rear. 
There’s just enough space for 
a battery, charging socket and 
reversing switch as well. So 
that’s about it. Mine had a 
change of colour to red, to 
match the colour of the one I 
used to own – until my mother 
decided to paint it to match a 
Volkswagen Caravette we had. 

For some reason I decided to 
put it into my pocket when I 
went to the 16mm AGM in 
1996. And someone suggested 
that it should be entered into 
the MoTY in the Jones Cup. 
And it won it, which was a bit 

of a fluke, as I hadn’t intended 
to enter it at all. My joke was, 
of course, that it was modelled 
on a real railcar. Or two. 

It’s called Turbo, after a 
tortoise owned by the East 
Surrey Group’s then chairman, 
Bob Cutter. I think he thought 
it had something to do with 
blowing bubbles as well. And it 
normally lives in bubble wrap, 
of course. 

 

Turbo wins the Jones Cup, 1996 

The other one! 

The business end 
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Pat Brewer is still finding them, 

so writes: 

Sometimes in life something 

may take your eye - it may be 

strange, quirky or whatever, 

and it makes you smile.  In this 

instance it was a small tram 

loco in 32mm gauge which to 

all intents and purposes 

looked a real heap. Let me say 

straight off there is no real 

engineering in the 

construction of what follows 

except for the basic motor, 

and possibly the chassis. 

Welcome to the description of 

what has now come to be 

known as “Halfpint”. 

Let’s go through the 

construction of it. Firstly the 

boiler, totally unknown but 

suspected to be Mamod in 

origins, there’s nothing to say 

about it except that it has a 

safety valve which is 

removeable to fill it. The boiler 

is enclosed in thin tin plate, 

very crudely cut with a 

removable piece at one end in 

order to get to the burner.  

This is replaced once the 

burner is lit,  making the flame 

enclosed within the boiler 

shell.  Now the burner, which 

consists of a long tray which 

fits under the full length of the 

boiler, and this has a mesh 

with wick underneath to 

absorb the spirit.  

The next stage is the motor (?) 

which comprises of one 

Bassett Lowke, single cylinder 

engine. In another life 

according to the Bassett Lowke 

catalogue it cost the princely 

sum of one pound twelve 

shillings and six pence, or in 

modern parlance one hundred 

and fifty five pence. There is 

no regulator, and no lubricator 

fitted. The steam pipe goes 

directly to the engine. This in 

turn is connected to a series of 

gears, all from the same 

source as the rest of the 

chassis which is the good old 

Meccano. The first gear shaft 

allows for it to be moved 

backwards and forwards to 

give direction of travel.  

The body work is made of very 

thin tin plate and is riveted 

together. All the construction 

A Lovely Ugly Duckling 
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work on the loco, i.e. boiler 

cladding and build of the burner 

would make an engineer cringe, 

but it all works, and does it very 

well. 

The loco, despite all the forgoing,  

runs extremely well, with no 

steam  or spirit leaks, and at a 

nice steady speed due to the 

gearing. 

The origins of the builder are 

unknown as you could say that 

this is what is known as a barn 

find. They say that beauty is in 

the eye of the beholder and in 

this case it is very much so. But 

none the less the loco has a real 

charm of its own and deserves to 

be saved and looked after. 

Derek asks that if anyone knows 

anything about the history of this 

model, please let me know. 
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Sam Sparkes wrote in with this 

piece: 

An interesting thing here. 

It seems that Napolean's son 

may have outdone our Good 

Queen Victoria by 2 years 

here?  

Last summer whilst on the Isle 

of Wight we visited Osbourne 

House.(Queen Victoria's 

summer residence). 

Now we are not going to find 

anything narrow gauge or 

interesting here are we ? OR 

ARE WE ? 

I spotted this, In Queen 

Victoria's Birthday room is a 

lithograph of all her Birthday 

Presents in 1861. 

Look centre at bottom of this 

pic., and in Pride Of Place is 

that a Stevens Dockyard loco 

she received in 1861 for her 

Birthday? Perhaps for Albert's 

garden railway ? Was there a 

garden railway at Osbourne? 

Pre 1861? Well there's food 

for thought. 

The other interesting thing at 

Osbourne is down on the 

beach, Queen Victoria's 

Bathing machine, It's restored 

and has got railway wheels, It 

ran on 100yds of Broad gauge 

rail and was lowered into the 

sea on a winch, The bathing 

machine and a short section of 

track are still there, laid on 

stone blocks. 

More on the Earliest Garden 

Railway   
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Earliest 

Garden 

Railway   
In response to Sam Sparke's 

piece, I sent it to Martin 

Haywood who penned the 

original article that appeared in 

TBM26. He responded as follows: 

Thank you for this. The 

monarchies around the world 

may be worth investigating as 

not only are they wealthy enough 

to have such things, but records 

also exist. Another one to put in 

the pile is attached. The 1891 

article is highlighted in yellow 

and the part of interest in green. 

I believe the "King" it is referring 

to is Nguyễn Phúc Bửu Lân 

(Thành Thái). Unfortunately I 

cannot find other publications to 

verify exactly what the toy 

railway was. Plenty more out 

there to find I'm sure! 
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Not quite a 

pocket-sized 

Rocket 
John Perkin has kindly sent in 

these photos. 

Here is my 1:16 scale Hornby 

3.5ins gauge Rocket, together 

with my scratch built open pas-

senger car, open wagon and 

brake van. 

The Rocket has been converted 

to run more easily and is pushed 

by the battery operated motor-

ised open passenger car. 

 

Derek adds, fascinating model, 

just unsure if the crew are quali-

fied to operate.  The rolling stock 

is great, and really makes the 

whole model train special. 
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SKIRTING  

MATTERS 
 

John Armstrong kindly wrote 

the following: 

When I see the line-up of 3 

GVT locomotives I can see an 

obsession that has complete-

ly overtaken me, maybe to 

the point of addiction? Any 

rational thought questioning 

why I need three engines 

basically the same creates a 

short sense of turmoil, but 

then the obsession regains 

control and I begin to look 

for the next interesting piece 

of treasure for the collec-

tion.  

To put the curious out of 

their misery, the locos are 

built by Finescale, Ron Grant 

and JD Models. They all have 

different transmissions and 

levels of detail that created 

the itch to own each of them.  

They all also have different 

stories….. 

The first loco in the chain is 

the Finescale ‘Dennis’. I 

bought this from the Heritage 

auction in 2012 at Peterbor-

ough.  My wife was with me 

and I justified the purchase 

with a “wait till you see this 

run;  it will be like a little sew-

ing machine”.  Fast forward to 

arriving home, a hurried circle 

of track in the back yard, wa-

ter, spirit and oil serviced. The 

loco failed to move - never 

before have so many of my 

brownie points been lost from 

one event!  There is no such 

thing as a lemon and this is a 

pedigree locomotive.  Fault 

finding and fettling is some-

thing I enjoy but this loco test-

ed what limited patience I 

have.  Eight years after that 

failed test run, the 26th July 

2020 was a red letter day 

when I had solved the problem 

and the engine was returned 

to full health and ran well. The 

episode progressed over the 8 

years something like this… 

I talked to Tony Sant 

(Finescale) shortly after the 

failed run and he sent me an O 

ring for the piston.  I fitted this, 

but still no joy. 

The loco was relegated to its 

box and every now and again I 

would get it out and have a 

tinker to try and find whether 

the chassis or gearing was 

locking or had a tight spot.  

Was there a problem with the 

engine, was it the boiler, the 

steam pipe through the lubri-

cator looked crushed?  What 

was baffling is that on com-

pressed air from my bike 
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pump the engine would run well 

on 20 psi. It did seem to have a 

dead spot at each end of the 

stroke but in comparison ran 

better than a Stuart Turner oscil-

lator I tested it against. 

In between times I bought an old 

Lady Ann called 'Dennis'.  It 

looked like it had taken a good 

fall off a mantlepiece sometime. 

My children saw this languishing 

in a cardboard box and wanted to 

see the other 'Dennis', the GVT. 

They asked to run the GVT loco, 

so something had to be done. 

The cylinder had some machining 

witness marks and I wondered if 

someone had made a new cylin-

der for it along the way. I even 

measured and produced a draw-

ing to prove the geometry of the 

engine was correct and ports 

weren’t being blocked by the 

piston.  It checked out so it 

should work, right?  It didn’t! 

I thought maybe the piston O ring 

was allowing steam to leak past; I 

had read about putting a wrap of 

PTFE tape underneath the O ring, 

so tried this.  It made no differ-

ence…. 

There seemed to be a bit of fric-

tion in the piston rod.  I took the 

piston crosshead extension sup-

port off and ran the loco without 

his guide. Some success, some 

hesitant movement.  Then the 

piston rod ‘O’ ring blew out of 

the lower gland. I wasn’t aware 

of this seal between the bottom 

cylinder cover and the crosshead 

guide. 

There will be many of you who 

are eight years in front of me in 

suspecting that the gland O ring 

was past its sell buy date and was 

nipping the piston rod when it 

was hot!  I had a strong convic-

tion this was the case.  

I had no 1/8” x 1/4” ‘O’ rings in 

my bits box. I made a string of 

PTFE tape and wound this into 

the gland housing and rebuilt the 

engine for a run. The loco was 

transformed; so quiet running 

light which it probably did for 20 

- 30 minutes.  I then coupled up 4 

wagons with a bit of weight and 

now Dennis produced a smooth 

audible exhaust beat.  The engine 

ran again for about 30 minutes.  I 

was so happy I felt justified to 

show my wife Sarah how it ran. 

It has only taken 8 years on and 

off (more off) to restore the loco 

to full health and it is superb. It’s 

running so well I have not 

changed the PTFE gland packing. 

The second loco, I think a JD 

Models GVT loco, was a purchase 

from an auction. This is a resin 

bodied battery powered radio 

controlled loco named ‘Cadair 
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Idris’.  

Cadair Idris is very well de-

tailed. Unfortunately the 

battery had leaked over the 

radio control receiver, speed 

controller and the motor and 

gearbox. A systematic over-

haul of motor, gearbox and 

chassis took place. A new 

battery pack was installed and 

a test run showed that the 

Mac 5 had 

suffered with the 

battery juice cor-

roding the circuit 

board as only 

reverse running 

was possible. 

Brian Jones sup-

plied another control-

ler and a quick ex-

change had the loco 

running smoothly. The 

attention to cosmetic 

details focused on 

refixing the loose de-

tails which had broken 

away and cleaning the 

corrosion from the 

nameplates.  

The third loco of this article 

was built by Ron Grant, Fell 

Locomotive Works No. 25 and 

named ‘Jancis Beguildy’; I had 

to look it up! 

The loco was sold through an 

advert initially as a circular 

with Throwback Modeller and 

subsequently The Bulletin and 

was part of the Johnson collec-

tion. The fact that the loco was 

well detailed, twin cylindered 

and had a gear transmission 

had me interested.  

The model has some well 

thought out details.  The body-

work lifts off easily to allowing 

servicing of the meths fired 

potboiler and fittings. Filling 

the boiler is achieved through 

the safety valve under the 

dome. The lubricator is tucked 

under the pressure gauge and 

the large meths tank with a 

level gauge has a decent sized 

filler tube to aim the Valves-

pout bottle at.  The steam mo-

tor I understand is a Maxwell 

Hemmens marine twin with a 

lever-controlled piston valve 

to reverse direction,  this lever 

projecting upward through the 

right hand side tank. A regula-

tor in the cab controls the 

speed. Gearing from the en-

gine to the rear axle is with a 

roller chain transmitting drive 

between rear and front axles.     

This engine did not need much 

in the way of commissioning.  I 

checked the safety valve was 

free and serviced the water, 

steam oil and meths in the 

usual way.  I paid some atten-

tion to oiling round as there is 

a lot to do with the steam mo-

tor, gear train, roller train and 

axles.  The performance of the 
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 lo- comotive reflected the quality of 

the build with strong smooth 

performance and a visible ex-

haust plume drifting from the 

train fully justifying the obsessive 

purchase.    

 

At this point, Derek adds: 

 

I well remember John and Sarah 

at Peterborough in the crowd 

surrounding me for that heritage 

auction.  Why them?  Well, I 

think we are all able to look at a 

group of people, largely un-

known, and maybe settle on one 

or two who stand out, or who we 

instantly think we would get on 

with.  John had that sort of a grin, 

and once we got on to bidding 

for the Finescale he was not 

alone in wanting it.  For that rea-

son I was moving attention from 

him to latterly one other, and 

returning.  I felt an empathy to-

wards John, and I admit to enjoy-

ing the fact that he had won the 

loco in the auction.  We spoke 

afterwards, and from that has 

come a friendship with him, Sa-

rah and the boys which I greatly 

enjoy.  His collection continues to 

grow with all sorts of interesting 

items, and two more are men-

tioned in this very issue of TBM. 

As some readers are fairly new to 

the hobby it is worth a mention 

about this style of tram loco.  If a 

steam locomotive wanted to run 

on or alongside the public high-

way, as opposed to on its own 

dedicated right of way, the Board 

of Trade specified that the mo-

tion of the loco should be en-

closed so that no pedestrian 
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would be able to fall into it.  

This explains why the engines 

are fully enclosed by skirting 

below the waistline. Equally 

the loco must have the driver 

at the front, so as to 

have an uninterrupt-

ed view of the way 

ahead.  In the case of 

the GVT (Glyn Valley 

Tramway) the en-

gines ran cab first, 

whilst in Ireland at 

least there were 

some locos with cabs 

at both ends (soon 

removed).  There 

also had to be an 

audible means of 

sounding your ap-

proach other than 

the whistle, and this 

is why bells were 

attached to the cab 

roofs. 

 

DONKEY (or Crom-

well as christened) 

 

Originally appearing 

in TBM in a piece 

written by Dave Pin-

niger, this loco sur-

faced recently on 

eBay and joined 

John’s collection.  He contin-

ues: 

I am, and always have been, 

inspired by live steam locomo-

tives using oscillator engines, 

gears, AND chains using the 

drive from stationary steam 

engines to rail wheels.  I have-

n’t moved on very far and my 

essential reading continues to 

be the words from A W Gibson 

of a ‘Trio of Pot Boilers’ in the 

August ‘81 Railway Modeller, 

the Tony Emerson description 

of Sir William in Sept ‘77 Mod-

el Railways, and the ‘Sherpa’ 

articles for the Darjeeling B 

class in Model Railway News in 

1967 with later recapitulation 

in Model Railways in 1973. 

Fully inspired, Donkey was 

purchased from Ebay. I haven’t 

owned the loco for long, but I 

have been aware of the model 

since the Garden Rail Maga-

zine No.7   

Donkey was built by the Late 

Colin Edwards and christened 

Cromwell. Colin describes the 

build along with other locomo-

tives in the June 1994 article 

‘Live Steam on a Shoestring’.  

The article encourages readers 

to build live steam locomotives 

using simple and inexpensive 

ways, and to progress to more 

sophisticated methods as ex-

perience is gained. The narra-

tive of building this engine is 

using aluminium for the body-

work in the style of a Clogher 
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Valley Tram loco, with skirts to 

hide the works. The approach to 

the frames, boiler and steam en-

gine is employing brass frames 

drilled to suit axles and the Ma-

mod SP 2 unit bolted to the Left-

hand frame under the cab. The 

engine drives through a Meccano 

pinion and gear with a ratio of 

four to one with a final drive of 

Meccano chain to the rear axle. A 

copper potboiler fitted with a 

safety valve and regulator sits on 

top of an aluminium firebox. De-

tails include a heavy solid brass 

dome, a cowcatcher looking pos-

sibly from a Roundhouse Old Co-

lonial and opening cab doors and 

motion access covers in the tram 

skirts.   

I have steamed Donkey once; the 

loco ran but wasn’t so perky.  I 

wasn’t surprised as I had been 

told some TLC was needed. At 

some point in the career of Don-

key, as well as the name change 

from Cromwell the meths firing 

has been removed and the loco 

converted to gas firing.  

I checked and found that the pis-

ton was worn barrel shape from 
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many hours of running.  I 

made a new piston and at the 

same time bushed the piston 

rod big end to remove some 

play in that area.  There is no 

pressure gauge, but I also sus-

pect that the steam pressure is 

low;  it may be the gas burner 

performance but when I have 

5 minutes the safety valve will 

be tested and reset, if required 

to 40 PSI. 

Donkey would benefit from a 

spruce up and to regain some 

dignity a change back to the 

christened name of Cromwell, 

but as the loco has real charac-

ter and with guts of an oscilla-

tor, gears and chain drive, 

there is more than enough to 

keep me intrigued for a long 

while yet.  

SO WHILE WE ARE AT IT 

Derek continues.  The beauty 

of any of this tram style of loco 

is that you can hide a lot under 

the skirts etc.  In John’s piece, 

we have a battery loco, one 

meths fired and powered by a 

twin cylinder marine engine, 

and one meths fired with a 

single cylinder oscillating cylin-

der coupled to a flywheel.  The 

Beyer Peacock GVT locos were 

built with an 0-4-2 wheel ar-

rangement, but none of the 

models included here have 

this – they are all 0-4-0’s.  In 

an earlier TBM our crossword 

compiler Chris Dowlen details 

his home built GVT, where he 

copied the correct wheel ar-

rangement.  We have coupling 

rods from front to rear axles, 

and chains. 
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Update on 

Hugh 

Saunders 

loco line-up  

Dave Pritchard kindly got in touch 

after the article in the last TBM 

about the Hugh Saunders steam 

up on Alan Leslie's line, with an 

update on whereabouts of the 

locos.   

Belle Star was bought by Glenn 

Roofthooft of the East Surrey 

Group and is now resident on his 

Cane Hill & Bourne Valley 

railroad; Glenn also has a number 

of US style wagons built by 

Norman Lardner. 

Memsahib I 

acquired from 

Norman Lardner’s 

estate. Coal fired 

she is a reliable 

performer and a 

firm favourite. I 

have added 

handrails and a 

crew. 

Lyn also came 

from Norman’s 

estate and apart 

from new 

couplings is in 

original condition.  

Nigel adds - I’m 

aware that there are at least two 

other Lyn’s built by Hugh.  One is 

plain unlined holly green, the 

other is similar to the one below. 

Are there any more examples 

lurking at the back in peoples 

collections? 

Bulmer was built by Hugh for 

David Broadway, and David sold 

her to me quite some time ago. A 

nice steady performer and offers 

a bit more challenge in running 

when I don’t feel quite up to 

coal! 

Persephone (who in legend was 

Queen of the Underworld!) is a 

coal fired Kerr Stuart Brazil class 

via David Broadway and is now 

resident on my Stoats Nest 

Tramway. 
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Heritage loco line up 

Derek writes, Alan Leslie sent through these photo-

graphs; As requested I attach small versions of some of 

the photos I took at the 20th Anniversary meeting at my 

Alder Grove Light Railway in 2008.  A good number of 

these are Hugh Saunders models, there are some old 

favourites in here too.  
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Notes from 

Colorado –

Lloyd County 

No. 23 
by Marc Horovitz 

Photos by the author 

Eric Lloyd introduced himself to 
me through a letter dated 
January 22, 1975. From that day 
forward we enjoyed an active 
correspondence for more than 20 
years. At the time he was already 
over 60. I was fortunate to meet 

Eric on several occasions, and 
found him to be not only 
charming, but almost bigger than 
life. He was a great fellow who 
I’m certain is missed by all who 
knew him. 

At the time Eric wrote his first 
letter to me he was changing his 
modeling focus to US-style 
narrow-gauge railroading. In his 

letter he sent some color prints 
and a description of his 

No. 23’s right side, against the yellow back-

drop of a Lydian broom in full bloom. Note the 

red Baldwin works plate on the smokebox 

side. 

With the cab removed, the 

lubricator and meths filler pipe 

are visible. The boiler is stock 

Mamod, upgraded to meths 

firing. 
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wonderful little railway and the 
building of it. It was raised, with 
the garden, to a convenient 
height and was called the Lloyd 
County RR. The 0-gauge track was 
all hand laid with flat-bottom rail. 
The line, he told me, was 

ballasted entirely with gravel 
reclaimed from sacks of hops 
from the brewery at which he 

was brewmaster. The railway was 
a prototypical point-to-point 
trackplan around three sides of 
Eric’s small, Victorian back 
garden. At the time of his first 
writing, he had only two 
scratchbuilt locomotives, both 
battery powered, but he soon 
ventured into live steam. 

 

The subject of this article is Eric’s 
Lloyd County RR No. 23, an 
Americanized Mamod 
locomotive. I’ve seen a fair 
number of Americanized Mamods 
over the years, but few looked as 
naturally American, nor had as 
much charm, as Eric’s rendition. 
The only real giveaways to the 
engine’s origins are the distinctive 
disc wheels and the brass 
backhead with its built-in water 
glass. 

Eric modified the engine to 
resemble the Michigan-California 

Eric Lloyd’s Lloyd County Railroad No. 23 nicely conceals the fact 

that it started life as a lowly Mamod. 

Black shrouds hide the original Mamod oscillating cylinders. 
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Lumber Company’s (Mich-Cal) 0-
4-0T, with its odd and unusual 
semi-octagonal saddle tank. 
Although the LCRR loco had 
proportions approximating the 
prototype, there the similarity 
ceased. Detail-wise, LCRR No. 23 
was its own locomotive. 

The removable cab is made of 
wood, and simply lifts off. A 
displacement lubricator sits on 
the deck, just behind the 
backhead. The engine has been 
converted to meths firing and 
there’s a filler pipe for the burner 
there, too. The burner, which sits 
in a modified firebox, has five 
small wicks. The fuel tank resides 
under the cab deck. 

Black shrouds cover the 
oscillating cylinders, which mask 
the wobbles. The engine is still 
operated by a lever below the 
smokebox. As with the original 
Mamod loco, this controls both 
speed and direction. 

There’s a Goodall filler valve atop 
the boiler, hidden under a hatch 
cover. The engine has a proper 
American-style smokebox front, 
with red Baldwin works plates on 
either side of the smokebox. 
Steam is exhausted through a 
stovepipe chimney, and there’s a 
nicely made steam generator 
next to it. 

A walkway flanks either side of 
the side tank. The left-hand one 
is covered in details, including a 
crate, an engine jack, and an oil 

can. A toolbox sits on the right 
side. Atop the nicely riveted 
saddle tank is the 
aforementioned filler-valve 
hatch, a bell, a sand dome, and a 
steam dome, under which is the 
safety valve. The locomotive is 
equipped with link-and-pin 
couplers to match all of the 
LCRR’s rolling stock. The 
workmanship is top notch. 

This engine, despite its well-
maintained appearance, has 
travelled many miles. It’s a sweet 
runner, as a well-tamed Mamod 
can be. Eric gave this locomotive 
to me on one of my visits to 
Wales many years ago, and it 
instantly became one of my 
treasures. 

 

Atop the engine’s odd saddle 

tank (from left to right) are the 

steam dome, sand dome, bell, 

and water-filler hatch. 
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Welcome back 
Dear Derek and Nigel, 

Would you be so kind as to include me in your pdf direct mailing list for “Throwback Modeller” 

as read about the latest Association “ Bulletin” please? 

I have recently returned to 16mm scale modelling after a thirty five year interlude in model 

engineering.  I have one of the last versions of meths fired Roundhouse Lady Anne, a meths fired 

Roundhouse Dylan kit from the same period, recently completed for my son who wants to build 

a garden railway and a early edition of a gas fired Lady Anne, all recently converted to 2.4 ghz. I 

have also fitted this loco with a modern gas valve which fitted perfectly with a slightly longer gas 

pipe, amazing!  I have also just completed two original Don Pearse L&B Howard bogie van kits, 

an early Brandbright Ffestiniog No.10 van, an early Brandbright 4 wheel freelance coach kit and 

two early Brandbright GVT van & brake van kits. 

I have moved on to two more modern Resurgem USATC bogie van kits, almost complete, two IP 

Engineering Ffestiniog coach kits and waiting in the wings a Resurgem Ffestiniog No.17 coach 

kit.  Lets hope that my son gets on with the garden railway build shortly! 

He is also threatening to purchase a Roundhouse Garratt, exciting times ahead.  I look forward 

to reading accounts of 16mm trains from my era! 

Best wishes and Happy Modelling, Peter Bleasdale 

Peter then followed this up with the photo of his early gas fired RH Lady Anne running at 

Southport in April this year. 

Finally came another email, after he had been reading current and past issues of TBM, to say 

that he had ordered two of Phil Flint's Lew locos in 1987, but then cancelled the order in 1989 

when the lure of 5" gauge steam gripped him. As he then remarked, it was wonderful to find his 

past life again in print before him! 
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Mousecroft and 

Crow Tramway 
Derek writes: 

Quirky, quaint, quality and 

quite inexpensive. There's so 

much to like about Don 

Sanders' minimal 16mm 

garden line, and the stock 

that runs on it. An early 

Electric Avenue featured 

one of his Saltford Models 

builds, and the following 

are more from that same 

modeller, created from a 

whole dose of random 

materials, together with a 

lot of thought and care. 

Whilst Don had a few jobs 

locally (he lives in Oswestry 

not far from me), his last 

was for years as a duty 

signalman at Gobowen 

station. He is not the only 

16mmer I know with this 

occupation, and it is fair to say 

that there are periods when 

modelling can be fitted around 

duties. However, Don loves ng, 

and this transmits into his 

models. What you see here 

was built between 1992 and 

2016. 

The first model was a brake 

van, freelance and described 

by Don as Corris met GVT one 

dark night. Back in the '90s 

pipe smoking was more prolific 

than it is these days, and you 

could buy slim wooden spills 

for lighting up that were 

thinner than the now 

ubiquitous coffee stirrers, so 

these were used for the body 

as an overlay on ply. The roof 

is a single veneer from 

delaminated ply. Other 

sources of material were 

rocket sticks, and a broken 

cassette case that was cut up 

for the glazing. 

Lady Eirwen, the tram loco, 

came soon after. This is based 

on an IP budget chassis, and 

the body is laminated card 

with added items from the 

scrap box. Kevin, the green 

loco, is so named after a gerbil 

who was to be seen on 

Children's TV at the time, was 

built on a Saltford Models 

chassis around 1998. The body 

is Plastikard, the dome from 

the top of a deodorant spray, 

and the spectacles are those 

rings that can be pressed into 

the edges of tarpaulins to run 

ropes through. 
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The blue coach, no:2, even has 

brake shoes fitted.  It began 

life as a table built by 

grandfather for Don's 

daughter's dolls house, which 

predictably got sat on and 

broken. Don used the pieces to 

build the chassis, and then 

made the body for it. This used 

the now more available coffee 

stirrers, and the roof was 

made from two laminates of 

very expensive model aircraft 

ply. 

No:3 is based on the GVT 

horse tram enclosed carriage, 

using only the one photo 

showing the side and running 

gear. No:7 is a slightly more 

accurate version of No:3, and 

was much more recent being a 

Lockdown special. 

We finish with the three goods 

wagons. No:1 was a Saltford 
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Models clay wagon, but where 

plastikard was specified for the 

body, Don used wood. No:6 is 

as per no:1, finished as a Corris 

1 ton open, and No: 13 is as 

per no:1 and finished as a GVT 

1 tonner. 

This has all given Don a lot of 

pleasure and fun, and he has 

continued the spirit of the 

early 16mmers in self building 

with basic components. 
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Coal fired 

DeWinton 
Derek says: 

This loco was for sale on Mike 
Darby's Chuffed 2 BITS Stand at 
the recent Llangollen Show, and 
caught my eye simply because it 
was so different.  

The original builder was Allen F 
Morgan, who wrote an article on 
the build in Nov. 2008. It was not 
built following any particular 
prototype, but more because 
Allen wanted something coal 
fired but wasn't able to afford to 
buy any of the commercial 
offerings at the time. 

The vertical boiler was to hand, 
though made for meths firing and 
it needed conversion. Though 
originally using a Mamod 
reversing valve and cylinder, 

these were later changed to IP 
versions. It used Meccano gears. 

Dimensionally it was not that 
much higher than a standard 
Roundhouse loco. It was named 
'Pyro Diptera', a Greek/English 
amalgam of the name 'Firefly'. 

Many years ago the late Jim Wild, 

then building DeWinton locos, 
made a solid fuel fired one where 
you dropped crushed pellets 
down the chimney. This had the 
effect of putting the fire out, so 
Jim ultimately converted it from 
this! This model seems to have 
worked far better. 
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Pinnigers 

Patch - 

“Nellie”, a 

most 

engaging 

engine. 
We all have pivotal moments in 

our lives and a key railway one in 

mine was when my Dad took me 

to the Festival of Britain 1951. 

The transport exhibits which 

impressed me included the brand

-new gleaming Britannia “William 

Shakespeare” and an impressive 

Hudson built for export by the 

North British Locomotive 

Company. I got a strange sense of 

déjà vu when I saw this 

locomotive again over 40 years 

later in the Victorian Railway 

Museum in Melbourne. Then 

later in 1951 Dad took me and 

my Mum to Battersea Gardens 

which had been created as the 

“fun” side of the Festival of 

Britain. Amongst all the various 

attractions I discovered a 

wonderful railway called The Far 

Tottering and Oyster Creek 

created by an eccentric 

cartoonist called Rowland Emett. 

We had a ride on the train and 

fortunately my Dad took some 

photos as a record. “Nellie”, in 

particular left a lasting 

impression, although I do 

remember being slightly 

disappointed that it was not a 

proper steam engine but 

powered by an infernal 

combustion engine.  

Fast forward to my garden 

railway years and meeting a 

creative builder of small steam 

engines called Graham Stowell. 

He had already built a number of 

Emett inspired locomotives and I 

asked him if he could build a 

“Nellie” for me. We studied a lot 

of Emett cartoons, as no two 

drawings of “Nellie” were 

identical, and we eventually 

arrived at a design which 

incorporated all of “Nellie’s“ 

charm and eccentricity. The 

Battersea “Nellie” was based on a 

15” gauge Barlow 4-6-2 so we 

decide to make the model 1/12th 

scale on 1 ¼” gauge track but 

opted for an 0-4-0 wheel 

arrangement as pictured in most 

The 15” gauge “Nellie” at Battersea. [Photo by 

Edward Pinniger Senior] 
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of Emett’s cartoons. 

I bought a 

Roundhouse 

“Bertie” chassis and 

boiler and waited to see what 

would emerge from Graham’s 

workshop. When he delivered 

the loco to Cookham I was 

absolutely blown away by the 

engine that he had 

constructed. The model was 

much bigger than I expected 

but Graham had captured all 

the essential “Nellieness” with 

some additional Stowell 

creativity. The test run only 

revealed one problem, 

although the engine ran 

perfectly, it was over 

12” tall and would 

not go through the 

AVR’s Lonicera 

tunnel! Some work 

with the secateurs 

rectified the 

situation, but this has 

always been a major 

limitation on where I 

can take the loco for 

a run. Tunnels, 

bridges or low 

overhanging 

vegetation all keep “Nellie” 

out. “Nellie” needed a coach to 

pull and Rob Bennet built a 

magnificent clerestory 4 

wheeler in true Emett style 

complete with strange 

passengers. Rob also made the 

two crew members Albert 

Funnel and Driver Fred 

Firedoor to complete the 

Emett picture. 

Although “Nellie” has had 

pride of place on display in our 

house for the last 10 years, 

sadly, she has rarely had an 

outing because of 

her formidable 

vital statistics. 

However, a few 

weeks ago it 

dawned on me 

that Steve 

Edward’s 

Misbourne Valley 

Railway has no 

restrictions, so I 

took “Nellie” for a 

special outing. 

With some 

trepidation we 

pushed the loco 

across Chelfham 

viaduct to check 

the clearance and were 

pleased to discover there was 

about ¼” to spare on either 

side. Steam was rapidly raised 

and “Nellie” set off round the 

track with a delightful 

trundling gait and the 

passengers enjoying the 

view. When we stopped for a 

photo shoot, I rediscovered 

one of “Nellie’s” endearing 

features. The safety valve is 

situated under a kettle and 

the steam comes out 

through the spout until there 

is too much pressure and it 

then lifts the kettle lid! 

Wonderful stuff, thanks to 

Rowland Emett, Dave 

Rowlands, Rob Bennett and 

most of all, Graham Stowell. 

Photographs [By David 

Pinniger unless otherwise 

credited] 

Reference, “Too late for the 

past, too early for the future” 

by David Rowlands. Narrow 

Gauge World ‘86 

 

 

 

“Nellie” enjoying a visit to Steve 

Edwards’ Misbourne Valley 

Railway. 

“Nellie” as created by Graham 

Stowell in 1/12th scale with 

FTOC coach by Rob Bennett. 

Piece de resistance, the 

steaming kettle. 

Driver Funnell and Fireman 

Firedoor by Rob Bennett.  
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Peculiar  

Power for  

Potatoes 
By Martin Haywood 

The Dennis Estates railways of 
Lincolnshire are best known for 
their vast ex-War Dept 60cm 
gauge network at Nocton but 
they also had smaller hand-
worked and horse-worked tram-
ways around Littleworth. One 
other 2ft gauge tramway serving 
the potato store at Littleworth 
station passing by Goose Hill 
Farm and into the surrounding 
fields of Deeping St Nicholas was 

operated by an unusual steam 
tractor named 'Billy'. 

The origins of 'Billy' have never 
been confirmed, thought to have 
arrived around 1910 with most 
pointing towards the builder LIFU 
(Liquid Fuel Engineering Co.), the 
Isle of Wight firm that manufac-
tured paraffin-fired 'flash' boilers 
- the advantage over traditional 
boilers being their speed of rais-
ing steam. This likely drove a 

A 1927 cigarette card providing the refer-

ence for the new livery  

The paraffin-fired steam tractor, built by Jim  
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 compact horizontal engine to one 
of the rear axles, an external 
chain drove the second axle and 
the front pony supporting the 
boiler. British Pathé's film 
demonstrates the driver pumping 
up the fuel pressure to start: 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3wLlrreh6uY. Despite 
its homebuild appearance 'Billy' 
wasn't unique as John Bianconi 
utilised a similar locomotive on 
his farm at Lacknashannagh in 
1912. 

The 16mm scale model came 
from Eric Lloyd and although it 
doesn't have a microscopic work-
ing flash boiler it ambles along 
rather charmingly on a couple of 
batteries. Having a few images of 
the actual loco to hand I took the 
liberty to spruce up the model, 
(all in keeping and non-
destructive) to achieve some-
thing a little visually closer to the 
real thing. 

The model in action: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RYwYAJ3koXk 

 THE DANGERS OF USING 

CLEAR METHS 
Derek writes:  When we ran at the 

recent Llangollen Show, whilst gas and 

coal were allowed, the Insurers 

stipulated that meths firing was not. 

Historic  precautions used to include a 

large bucket of water with an old towel 

immersed in water. This could be 

grabbed out of the water and dropped 

over any fire, thus far immediately 

putting it out. Now all exhibition layouts 

are required to have a fire blanket 

handy. 

Whilst not demonstrably linked, it has 

been reported that, at a recent Gauge 1 

steam up, a serious meths fire caused 

three people to be taken to hospital and 

detained with serious burns injuries. The 

circumstances of this accident appear to 

be that, after a small spillage fire started 

and was extinguished, it flared again and 

someone grabbed a five litre container 

of what appeared to be water and threw 

it over the area. Sadly, this container 

was full of clear meths so the end result 

is easily imagined.  Whether there are 

any lasting repercussions from this we 

have yet to find out, but for the moment 

if you are coming to run anywhere with 

a meths fired loco, and you are using a 

clear liquid, can I ask that you add 

colourant to this. Two suggestions are 

either a food dye or Quink, the good old 

ink that most older ones of us used in 

our fountain pens in school days. As you 

do not use that much in a session, it 

might also help if you decant the meths 

into a smaller container to at least 

minimise the risk, and put some form of 

hazard tape or notice onto it. 

You should remember the piece I did a 

while back about three separate 

incidents where a clear flammable liquid 

caused fires, so this is not a unique 

occurrence. 

It's not a freelance whimsy! 'Billy' at Littleworth station in 1926. 
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Heritage at 

Llangollen 
Derek writes: 

 

This was an entirely new event on 

the Garden Railway Show circuit, 

and very well received it was by 

everyone who came to it.  The 

Llangollen Pavilion is the home of 

the National Eisteddfod, and is an 

interesting piece of architecture. 

The main entrance opens out into 

a reasonable hall, off which are 

amenities and a cafe that 

produced excellent hot food etc. 

In this Hall were some of the 

main traders, together with a 

couple of smaller layouts. 

If there is a drawback, it comes 

with the fact that there is a larger 

but separate hall, and that is 

found by going outside and down 

the length of the aforementioned 

area, going back inside by doors 

on each side. This area is 

reminiscent of the O2 Arena, in 

that the roof supports are 

tubular, and are stepped down to 

ground level in a semi-circle, the 

whole covered by a heavy 

waterproof roofing cover which 

can be extended outwards. There 

were four layouts in the centre of 

this, being Phurcombe Hall, the 

Glyn Valley Tramway Trust, the 

Modular layout and Pentre. 

There was a raised staging 

backing onto the separate hall, 

and on this, and around the 

perimeter outside these layouts, 

were a decent number of traders, 

and a Gauge 3 layout. It made for 

a very bright and airy atmosphere 

inside. 

For our part, we ran quite a few 

models during the day, and I 

spent all of the time with the 

display, hopefully answering a 

variety of heritage questions. We 

welcomed Andrew Mawer for the 

day - we had exchanged many 

emails over a period so it was 

good to put a face to him. Ten 

out of ten for getting there, as he 

set off at 04.30 from Glasgow by 

train, and is even planning to see 

if he can get to Exeter! Through 

the sales pages in TBM he bought 

the Accucraft Excelsior that you 

can see in one photo, and has 

carefully enhanced it and it looks 

and runs so well. Andrew also 

made the heritage headboards, 

one of which you can see on the 

front of the Locomotion railcar. 

He also brought along his IP 

Engineering Mary that appeared 

in TBM25. 

We featured Mike Barton's much 

modified Locomotion railcar in 

TBM22, but in summary it is 

stretched, and runs with 

Roundhouse mechanicals instead 

of the original. I admitted in the 

piece that I loved it, and can 

assure you that it looks even 

better in the flesh.  The extra 

length of the power car really 

sets it off, and it was just so 

smooth when running, with the 

valve gear very visible. You can 

see it in at least one of the You 

Tube videos taken at the Show. 
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Mike Morris brought along a 

tram loco of unknown history, 

vertical boilered, and which he 

bought off Simon Whenmouth's 

stand some while ago for a mere 

£300. It gave a very good account 

of itself. Mike also ran his Argyle 

Baldwin, which to my eye is a 

very sweet  looking little loco, 

that he got from the late Eric 

Lloyd. Steve Bradley ran my 

Archangel Jack Russell, originally 

Stewart Browne's own loco 

before he sold it to Harvey 

Watkins, who added a lot of extra 

detail and made sure that it ran 

superbly - it still does!. It then 

passed via Dave Lemar to me. 

Steve also ran the Archangel 

Russell that we are advertising 

for sale, and which has had an 

overhaul by Stewart himself. 

Keith Skillicorn brought his 

Finescale Hunslet and also ran it. 

Mike Wakefield was running a 

couple of Regner single cylinder 

locos, but sadly his much newer 

tram loco, also from the same 

manufacturer and which he was 

showing to me, decided to take 

the day off. A really good looking 

early Roger Marsh Ogwen 

performed very well - as a model 

it is under a lot of people's radar 

but is very well engineered and a 

close copy of the prototype. We 

also ran some battery locos - my 

Perfect World Raven steam 

outline is a very useful model, 

runs for ever on a single charge 

and with the Essel chassis it just 

performs so well. The Tom 

Cooper Banwy bus also growled 

its way round. 

With meths firing not being 

allowed, we could not run my 

Archangel Giants Causeway tram 

loco, but it appeared on the 

layout paired to one of the 

excellent Timpdon Models 

double deck trailer cars for trams. 

I am very taken with these, and 

currently they are I believe 

unique in the 16mm world, so I 

am happy to recommend them to 

anyone who shares my love of 

trams. 

Not running, but a welcome 

addition to the static display, was 

the Peter Angus Vulcan, in blue. It 

is a Fowler 0-6-0 plantation loco 

with tender, and was a very early 

build by Peter with the works 

number 21. You can find details 

and more photos of this loco in 

the book 'Peter Angus 

Locomotive Builder', published by 

Camden Miniature Steam 

Services in 2015 which I heartily 

recommend both as a very 

interesting read, as well as being 

a source of much information. 

One of the highlights of the 

display was brought by John 

Brittain, and was one of his own 

built coal fired Darjeeling C class 

tender locos. A magnificent 

model. 
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DETECTIVE 

DEREK,   

CASE CLOSED  

Derek reports that: 

 

A while back, I asked if anyone 

knew the whereabouts of a Don-

egal railcar built by the late Jim 

Wild. A well known but heavily 

committed heritage supporter 

had been keeping away from 

Throwback Modeller, to avoid 

wallet temptation, but finally 

started getting the magazine, and 

caught up with the back issues. 

He has now contacted me to say 

that the railcar has been in his 

possession for quite a while, and 

as and when he can get it out and 

photograph it, he will do a piece 

for TBM. 

Norman Maynard was the only 

person who responded to the 

query about the bogie coach that 

was reputedly sold by Archangel 

but not built by them. Norman 

has quite a few items built by 

Carlton Coaches, whose products 

used to be sold via Tom Cooper 

as body only leaving you to sup-

ply bogies, couplings etc. Norman 

can see a lot of similarities 

between the one in the photos 

and his own various models. 

Does anyone have any further 

thoughts on this? 

 John Armstrong came and brought 

a couple of locos for the display, 

including the Ron Grant GVT tram 

loco, which you will find in the 

tram story in this issue. He then 

found the little brown wing tank 

on the Footplate Models stand, 

and took it home with him. It is 

45mm track powered with Marklin 

mechanics, and needs quite a lot 

of tlc, but looks the part. I took a 

photo (very badly as I didn't 

realise the effect that the dust on 

the model would have on the 

picture!), of what I am sure is a 

Clogher Valley tram loco. I can I 

think remember these 

being made by SMC 

back in the early days, 

but have appealed 

before if anyone has 

one, or photos thereof. 

It was not finished and 

incomplete, and was 

also 45mm track power 

so I passed on this one. 
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DETECTIVE 

DEREK,   

CASE 1   

Rob Golding  writes,  

Dear Detective Derek, 

Hello, and I hope you are 

well? 

Hopefully you can help 

here, or so can the readers 

of Throwback Modeller. 

While not exactly heritage, the 

information and models might be 

of interest.   

Recently, a pair of ‘Yorkie’ 

locomotives came up for sale via 

John Sutton. I was fortunate to 

be in a position to purchase one 

of them, and my friend Chris at 

Guildford Model Engineers 

Society GR Group bought the 

other. Both locomotives are 

almost identical (save for a few 

subtle cosmetic differences) and 

we believe they are built by the 

same builder – but we do not 

know who.  

Therefore, if you or any readers 

could shed light on who built 

these locos, then the information 

would be greatly welcomed and 

appreciated.  

These ‘Yorkies’ are diminutive 0-6

-0 tank locomotives, based on 

three identical 2ft gauge 

prototypes built by the Yorkshire 

Engine Company (YE 1285-7). 

They were built for the Indian 

State Railways’ United Provinces 

Public Works Department in 

1915.  

The 16mm scale model of these 

prototypes was originally 

serialised in Engineering In 

Miniature and was designed by 

Derek Crookes. The design was 

then produced as a kit by Model 

Engineers Laser, and is still 

available from them.  

These two ‘Yorkies’ differ from 

(and possibly improve upon) the 

original design. Obvious 

modifications include the gas 

tank being positioned under the 

footplate between the frames, 

instead of in the cab. Both 

models are manual controlled 

(the original design incorporating 

radio control). As designed, the 

loco also uses a water 

pump – but this has also 

been omitted in favour 

of a usual gas fired 

centre flue boiler with 

water top-up valve.  

My ‘Yorkie’, named 

Baroda, runs very nicely 

indeed. However, the 

loco is prone to initially 

locking up with 

condensate and it can be 

a struggle to clear it. 

Chris has found the same 

on his, and on 
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investigation we conclude that 

there is very little room for the 

valves to lift within the valve 

chests to let the condensate 

out. Something to address at 

the later date.  

As far as we know, we believe 

these locos came from the 

collection of Keith Froom, and 

were sold at a Lacy Scott and 

Knight auction back in 

February 2022. Both these 

locos were then acquired via 

John Sutton.  

It was suggested to me that 

the were built by Mike Lax, 

and on contacting him it was 

confirmed that he did not. He 

has however built his own 

‘Yorkie’ using the Model 

Engineers Laser kit as a base. 

As mentioned, if any of the 

reader can shed light any light 

on the builder of these lovely 

little locos then the 

information would be very 

welcome. I hope this is of 

interest.   

    

CASE 2 John Armstrong 

has sent in this intriguing 

piece, in the hope that 

someone out there can help 

him with information. 

He writes: 

This wagon above has lurked 

at the back of my cupboard for 

maybe 10 or 12 years It came 

from a Tenants auction, 

though I bought it from Ebay.  

I was at the London Museum 

of Steam and Water over half 

term and asked the 16mm 

Members if there was a 

chance that KBSM was the 

Kew Bridge Steam Museum 

but as far as was known the 

only railway connections was 

the 2' gauge outside. 

The internals of the wagon 

have a striking resemblance to 

the Late Victor Harrison's 
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Control Coach displayed on page 

61 in the Garden Railways book 

by Ray E Tustin. 

The crankshaft is connected to 

the wheels through a gear train 

and it appears that the piston 

would pull a vacuum or generate 

pressure when the wagon is in 

motion. I would stand corrected 

if someone said it was a 

compressed air motor. Maybe a 

reader could shed some light on 

the origins of the wagon and 

solve the mystery of the KBSM. 

CASE 3  

In mentioning the Timpdon tram 

trailer elsewhere, it reminded me 

that I do have such a model. I 

bought it years ago, together 

with the tram loco, from Simon 

Whenmouth (it is not the only 

tram loco I have bought from 

him, so if you share my interest 

keep watching his stock!). 

However, he had no idea (or 

memory) of its history, so I have 

decided to turn to you readers in 

the hope that someone can help 

me. I am sure that the loco itself 

is a commercial product, and the 
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trailer is very well built and 

substantial. 

The two other photos were 

taken very recently during the 

Beyer Weekend at the 

Welshpool & Llanfair Light 

Railway.  They are of a Beyer 

tram loco, sent out to Australia 

and then repatriated in the 

'60s and now stored in the 

museum at Crich. Why am I 

printing it? Well, there are 

quite a few tram models 

available these days, and they 

are mostly of a size which 

allows proprietary chassis/

mechanicals to be used. Most 

of these original tram loco 

were really very small, as you 

can see from this one which is 

also actually standard gauge. 

 

Finally, anyone who 

remembers Stewart Browne of 

Archangel may be interested 
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 to know that he is still building 

locos, though these days only for 

specific commissions. The green 

model in this article has recently 

been completed by him, and it is 

a lovely loco, based on the one 

that runs in Berne, Switzerland. 

CASE 4  
MORE RHEIDOL QUESTIONS 

It was Steve Drew who sent in 
the query on the Archangel 
Rheidol that he has bought, and 
which appeared in the last issue. 
Following on from that, he has 
come back with more specific 
queries, and it would be really 
helpful to him if anyone can help 
out. He writes: 

My main point is that I am not 
sure if mine is an 'as built' gas 

version or a later conversion to 
gas from meths - there is 
evidence that could suggest 
either option is the case.  

The boiler is a plain pot boiler not 
a multi flue one, with a capacity 
of about 110 ml so I can 
understand the provision of a 
hand pump in the side tank but 
the reason for the blower in the 
smokebox escapes me assuming 
it was built as a gas version. 

The model is an older version 
since it has dumb buffers but I 
see no date stamp since the floor 
has been replaced to the cab 
area. 

The gas tank is supported on a 
paxolin base and the 
displacement lubricator hangs in 
mid air which seems to be a 
common trait. Alongside the 
cylinder is some fine expanded 

metal and packing, Does anyone 
have any idea as to its purpose? 

As you mentioned in TBM if 
anyone has spare connecting 
rods and piston crosshead details 
for the Rheidol that would be 
great, It also needs a cab detail 
since that is missing. The existing 
gas burner works fine and it turns 
over on a rolling road so all 
options are possible. 

Any background on the gas 
version of the Rheidol would be 
most welcome so it can be used 
as a reference for the necessary 
future work on mine. 

Derek concludes: Are you able to 
help Steve? He can supply any 
relevant photos if that would 
help. As a total aside, he was one 
of the original 'Deviationists' on 
the Festiniog back in the day.  

Case 5 - Merlin 

Locomotives 

Bequests from 

late member Dr 

Jim Ford. No1 Ratty, 

Merlin Little Wonder, works 

plate has no number. Loco is 

missing its “face”, smokebox 

door. The back sheet has been 

cut in half to accommodate a 

retro-fitted regulator with servo, 

protruding from the cab rear. 

There is a Planet Rx, which I have 

bound to a T5 Tx. RC is two 

channel. The rechargeable 

batteries, in a holder under the 

cab, were corroded. I have 

replaced them, in a new holder, 

and rewired to the switch. I also 

fitted a charge socket on the 

frame. Trying to operate the loco 

takes me back 15years to when I 

finally abandoned Mamodology. 

The loco does work, but primes 

badly. There is a copious stream 

of oily water from the rotary 

valve. Reducing the boiler fill to 

65ml eliminates the priming, but 

steam leaks from the valve. I 

have spent some time lapping 

the valve faces, to little avail. As 

with many oscillators, the loco 

runs better in reverse. On 

changing gear, a jet of steam 

tends to extinguish the gas. This 

has reduced with lapping the 

valve. After a short run of only a 
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few 

minutes, the 

lubricator is 

empty. 

There is no 

water 

evident, just 

totally 

empty. At 

this point, 

the loco 

stalls. 

Refiling the 

lubricator 

allows it to 

start again, 

but by now, the 

pressure is 

dropping, and the 

boiler is nearly 

empty.  

No2 Toad Merlin 

Monarch, 0-4-0ST, 

works plate number 

208. In this case, 

the batteries were 

also dead, but 

access was difficult 

because of a liberal 

coating of sticky 

goo along the boiler 

and saddle tank joint. This 

eventually turned out to be 

melted adhesive from boiler 

lagging, which gave the 

impression of medical dressing 

pads, along the top of the 

boiler. Having cleaned most of 

this, the batteries could be 

“zapped” and have come back 

to life. RC is single channel, 

with a Planet Rx, which I have 

bound to a T5 Tx. The loco, 

basically, works but there is 

some steam leaking from the 

rotary valve. When running, 

the loco is quite sluggish, 

crawling along with a 

distinct hunting motion, 

worse in reverse. I have 

disconnected the con 

rods, and the chassis 

moves freely. The piston 

rods will move, with 

some resistance, same 

with the glands 

slackened. I feel this is 

possibly normal, 

compared to 

Roundhouse.   
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DOWN 

1. Slam a gate to pieces to reach a railway show! 
(5,4) 

2. Distinctive mark, intelligent model company. (11) 

3. Link arm reset for German model manufacturer. 
(7) 

4. Weight useful for Z gauge parts? Sixty grains and 
a Greek coin. (6) 

5. Cautionary signal found at start of Chalk Pits mu-
seum. (5) 

6. This type of tourist is encouraged to travel by train 
rather than car. (3) 

9. Rowland Emett railway to shellfish inlet. (6,5) 

12. County home of NRM and KWVR. (9) 

15. Chips WI distributed at Suffolk station. (7) 

16. Move gear into position – sounds like a small 
model railway! (6) 

18. Wood for railway sleepers and garden features 
damaged Rio, OK? (5) 

21. Liquid refreshment for railway modellers found in 
Eskdale. (3) 

 
Chris and Jenny Dowlen 

ACROSS 

3. Talyllyn diesel can be deduced from 
riddle, man. (9) 

7. Sports car seen on West Wales line. 
(1,1,1) 

8. Broad oilman reforms to become 
Bressingham son. (6,5) 

10. Small scale loco seen on a catwalk. (5) 

11. Born shy, changed to become Ruston 
partner. (7) 

13. Protection worn by tram locos and cake 
makers. (6) 

14. Straight track in real confusion. (6) 

17. Amazingly, Ian Lang could describe 
railways to 15 down. (7)  

19. Plunders hessian bags on station 
platform. (5) 

20. Alien is not a revision of the 1947 
Transport Act. (11) 

22. David Shepherd’s line, initially in the 
West Country. (1,1,1) 

23. Festiniog Earl has other mine 
refurbished. (9) 

Solution to OILY RAG CROSSWORD #25 (republished in March/April Throwback Modeller#26) 

ACROSS 

1. Railway; 5. Track; 8. Lew; 9. Equipment; 10. Gwril; 12. Groudle; 13. Tagish; 15. Uneven;  

18. Sylfaen; 19. Beyer; 20. Motorrail; 21. Rio; 22. Arrow; 23. Peacock 

DOWN 

1. Relight; 2. IOW; 3. Wheel; 4. Youngs; 5. Typhoon; 6. Aberdovey; 7. Katie; 11. Regulator;  

14. Sparrow; 16. Norfolk; 17. Encamp; 18. Simla; 19 Balsa; 21. Roo. 



Team tram (Derek) - millions  Team L&B (Nigel) - 5 

 

TBM #26 score card 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well, we are finally getting into the 

season of Shows and garden meets. 

This focusses my mind on what got me 

into showcasing heritage - it is really all 

about the people. After a long pause 

we are finally able to meet up with 

friends face to face and not 

electronically. We can watch locos run, 

and steam our own and share the 

experience. The problem about this 

now, though, is the cost of getting to 

such events and I for one am having to 

think carefully about what I can and 

cannot manage financially. Whilst it 

does not seem to have any great effect 

at the moment, will the financial 

restraints have any long term effect on 

our hobby? Having said that, I still need 

to repair the damage on my own line 

after the high winds decided to 

rearrange the fence panels against 

which part of my line runs (ran!), 

before I can have any friends round for 

a meet. 

You will have read my comments about 

the Llangollen Show, and it has opened 

up another venue for those of us on the 

west side of the country. Thanks to 

everyone who had kind comments to 

make about heritage and TBM. 

Have a great summer, and maybe we 

will meet up somewhere during the 

year. Certainly Exeter is eagerly 

anticipated. Thanks to everyone who 

supports the Throwback, and whilst it 

has a momentum all of its own, please 

keep the articles, photos and memories 

coming in. 

Take care, and 

kindest regards 

to everyone from 

this end of TBM. 

Derek 

The National Garden Railway Show will be held again at the Peterborough Arena 
on 25th. June.  Nigel will be there again with the Modular team and John will 
have his Pentre dual gauge heritage layout present. 

The Exeter Show, will be on Saturday 29th. October 10.30 - 16.30. It is at the usu-
al venue of The Matford Centre, on the Industrial Estate at Marsh Barton, EX2 
8FD, and full details are on the website: www.exetergardenrailwayshow.com. We 
will be there with the Phurcombe Hall heritage layout, and the attendant static 
display.  Please bring something to show and/or run, it would be good if you 
could give me prior notice.  

Bank Holiday Monday August 29th. Light Railway Gala at the Westonzoyland 
Pumping Station Museum, Hoopers Lane, Bridgwater, TA7 0LS, from10.00 - 16.00. 
They will have an assortment of industrial diesels running on their 2' gauge line, 
with hopefully the visit of Kerr Stuart 'Wren' Peter Pan. The Somerset Group's 
portable 16mm layout 'Dreckly' will be there, as also some in smaller scales. 

September 24/25th. Lynton & Barnstaple Railway Gala Weekend at Woody Bay. 
Hopefully this will see the official opening of the Garden Railway. 

The Beds Area Group of 16 mm Narrow Gauge Modellers are pleased to an-
nounce that, their popular Steam in Beds Show will be back on Saturday 26 No-
vember 2022. There will be at least two running tracks and a range of traders 
including Anything Narrow Gauge, I P Engineering, Swift Sixteen and more. The 
event will be held from 10.00am to 4.00pm at Eaton Bray Village Hall, Church 
Lane, Eaton Bray, Nr Dunstable, LU6 2DJ.  

11th. December. Ashbash at Ash Priors Village Hall. Usual format with 16mm run-
ning layout and smaller displays and some trader attendance. Highly recommend-
ed. 

Diary Dates  

John and Derek clearly colluded for the score this issue - we will be back with a strong response from team L&B the 

gauntlet has been thrown 

 
How to contact us…. 

***  Derek Wiggins; 

Email;  

derekwiggins@btinternet.com  

Phone;  01691 654474 

 

***  Nigel Town; 

Email;  nigel.town@uwclub.net  

Phone/Text; 07551 781 583 
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